on Sir John Lubbock's "Hundred Authors." He thinks that "one may very well afford, without detriment to one's intellectual well-being, to leave unread two-thirds of the authors named;" and he goes on to point out some of the absurdities of the list, and the absurdity of attempting such a list. "Meanwhile," he says, "a better, certainly a more entertaining enterprise than that of compounding centuries of authors, would be a challenge to accredited scholars to communicate their own experience in this field, and to specify the books which, to them, individually, have proved most fructifying."


**ASSOCIATION OF THE CLASS OF '85.** The '85 Annual. Pph., 8vo., pp. 54. 1886.


**Inter-Collegiate Press Association.**

On January 26th, a preliminary meeting of the representatives of the student publications in the neighborhood of Boston, was held at the Quincy House, to make arrangements for a larger convention of the New England college papers. The *Tuftonian* was represented by D. L. Maulsby, '87, S. A. Foster, '87, W. L. Fairbanks, '87, and F. O. Melcher, '87; the *Harvard Advocate* by W. Weatherbee, '87, and M. D. Mitchell, '87; the *Beacon* by A. H. Wilde, '87, and J. E. Bowman, '89; the *Tech* by A. S. Warren, '88. D. L. Maulsby was elected chairman pro tem, and W. L. Fairbanks secretary pro tem. It was decided to call a meeting of the New England college papers for the 22d of February, in Boston. A business meeting will be held in the afternoon, and a banquet in the evening. The following committee was appointed to make all necessary arrangements: D. L. Maulsby, S. A. Foster, A. S. Warren, M. D. Mitchell, and A. H. Wilde. It is sincerely hoped that all the papers will send one or more delegates.